BI WASH DC

BI ST LOUIS

000PM URGENT 5-3-68 JLS

O DIRECTOR, MEMPHIS, CHICAGO, AND SPRINGFIELD

ROM ST. LOUIS (44-775)

URGIN - SUMMARY

RE: JOHN RAY. COVERAGE INCLUDING SPOT CHECKS CONTINUING.

RE: CAROL PEPPER. SAME.

0 ITEMS OF SIGNIFICANCE IN LOCATING SUBJECT NOTED.

RE GRAPEVINE TAVERN. ATU REPRESENTATIVE QUALIFIED TO FURNISH

AUTHORITATIVE STATEMENT AS TO ELEMENTS AND EVIDENCE USUALLY NEEDED

OR LIQUOR TAX STAMP VIOLATION, AND FIRST ASSISTANT USA WHOSE OPINION

SIZED ON MATTER, NOT AVAILABLE TODAY. WILL CONTACT MONDAY.

RE: JERRY RAY. IF HE CONTACTS OFFICE AS DIRECTED, WILL INTERVIEW BEFORE HE LEAVES SL AND BEFORE HE LEAVES CENTER, MO, TO OBTAIN

RESULTS OF HIS CONTACTS WITH RELATIVES IN THIS DIVISION.

RE TELEPHONE NUMBERS.

FOR ASSISTANCE OF OFFICES COVERING RELATIVES

FOLLOWING ARE PHONE NUMBER OF SL RELATIVES OR OTHER PERSONS OF

INTEREST THIS CASE:

PR SIX DASH NINE FOUR ONE SEVEN, GRAPEVINE TAVERN, JOHN LARRY RAY.

NO PHONE AS RESIDENCE.

ALBERT AND CAROL PEPPER.

JERRY RAYNES, CENTER, MO.

LANDLADY OF

6 MAY 68

ND PAGE ONE
AGE TWO
L 44-775

FORMER RESIDENCE OF [blank]

PRESENT RESIDENCE

PARTAGEVILLE, MO.

PORTAGEVILLE, BILLED TO

PORTAGEVILLE.

FELLOW PRISONER INTERVIEWS CONTINUING.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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